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Ohio Perspectives: Architectural, Graphic and Industrial 

Design marks the Akron Art Museum's fifth exhibition in this 

series on art in our own state. This yea;'s selection is focused around 
the design arts, an area of activity at the Museum since it was 
conceived seventy years ago as the Akron Art Institute. In July 1922, 

just five months after opening, the fledgling institution presented 

its first exhibition of graphic design, a survey of !liJ,,,;,?t;,;,,{ 
7%,.. /:fJNt&l'J,. The Institute's first exhibitions focusing 

on three-dimensional design took place in 1924 and 1925, with displays of applied arts, jewelry and «carly American furniture. Not 

surprisingly, much of the Institute's early interest in design focused on traditional applications related to the home. But there. were
some surprises too. In 1931, a harbinger of the current Ohio Perspectives took place: the country's first exhibition of industrial design 

in rubber. Major design exhibitions began to appear in 1946, with the appointment of L{ike 
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Lietzke, at that time one of the world's few curators of design. Winners of a national competition of advertising art were shown in 1947. 

The same year, Lietzke organized Con le mp or a r y Furnishings. In 1951, the Institute's School of Design introduced majors in 

advertising and industrial design. A contemporary furniture exhibition showcasing Charles Eames, George Nelson and Isamu Noguchi 
made that year truly memorable. Throughout the decade and until 1964, Luke Lietzke's activities guaranteed that Akronites were 

among the country's most sophisticated design consumers. Advertising design, mass-produced objects, ttn.ique objects and architecture 

were all thoughtfully presented. In the past twenty-five years, this institution's earlier commitment 
to design may not have been equaled, but brilliant exhibitions have 

occurred from time to time. In 1973,% 9,,.,,,,./r�c-t «d- ,u,- o'�cd. 

o',,te;,,. focused on industrial design. More recently, in-depth retro-
spectives of architect/ designers Al var Aalto and Emilio Ambasz 

were presented. It is a delight to amplify the distin-

guished tradition outlined above with the current exhibition. The 
Museum extends a special note of appreciation to the many people 
who made this exhibition possible. Nesnadny & Schwartz gener
ously provided untold hours of design work, pro bono, to create the 
catalogue and other printed materials. Suggestions for designers to 
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consider came from Jeff Day, Oscar Fernandez, Jack L. Hawk, Hank 

Kahl, Michael Milligan, Stan Matthews, Sarah Rogers-Lafferty and 

Charles Walker. From the corporate community, 

numerous individuals provided especially helpful assistance: 

David Moskowitz from Akro-Mils;  Dennis Krupa from 

Bridgestone/ Firestone; John Kinzel from General Tire; Charles 

Roberts from Goodyear; Lynne Dragomier from the Hoover Com

pany; Robert Zollweg from Libbey Glass; Kevin Acker from Little 

Tikes; Ken Foran from Rubbermaid; and Stide Makris from Uni-
' 

royal Goodrich. On the staff at the Akron Art Museum, 

I wish to thank Barbara Tannenbaum, Ginger Styles, Jaqe Falk, Jeff 

Farmer and Marcianne Herr for their contributions. Preparator Jim 

Williams deserves recognition for his coordination and assembly of 

so much disparate material. Wendy Kendall-Hess, curator for this 

exhibition, deserves special praise for expertly bringing such stimu

lating material to our attention. Several sources of sup-

port have been crucial to this exhibition. Honorary Trustee Ray 

Graham and the Elizabeth Firestone Graham Foundation have 

been stalwart supporters for the most innovative art of our time. 

The Ohio Arts Council underwrote costs associated with commis

sioning the installation by Design Central, and Trustee Bea 

McDowell has generously provided additional funding . 

Finally, appreciation is offered to the designers whose achieve

ments inspired this exhibition. Good design is a combination of 

analytical intelligence, creativity, and sensitivity to the needs of 

users. Ohio Perspectives
. 
reveals those qualities in abundance 

across our state. 

Mitchell D. Kahan Director 
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@l-U' 9Mo/'�e4.· dc/u:t� §'147/,./uc a?w! ...f[�uz;/ 9�.-?t-, the first design show in the Ohio Perspectives 

series, explores the work of fourteen Ohio individuals or firms and 
the products of nine Ohio corporations. It is just one of many design 
exhibitions the Museum has held, flouting the longstanding notion 
that objects made to be practical and marketable cannot be art. 
Such beliefs overlook the importance of design, for it represents the 
point where art and life come together. The three areas 

of design featured here were chosen because their development and theories are closely linked and because each area has had cultural 

and economic significance for the state. In fact, all represent areas iri which Ohioans have long excelled. Ohioans Frank Walker and 
Harry Weeks contributed much to midwestern architecture during the 1920s and 1930s, and a native Clevelander, Philip Johnson, 
became one of this century's most important architects. O�io-raised W.A. Dwiggins was one of the most influential designers of 
typefaces, advertisements, and books during the first half of the twentieth century, and Cincinnati's Noel Martin has been interna• 
tionally known for his graphic work since the 1950s. Industrial design owes a particular debt to the state, for Ohio has seen the invention 
or improvement of numerous products, including the light bulb, the cash register and Teflon. Clearly, architecture, graphic design, and 

industrial design have had long, mutually beneficial relationships with Ohio. The designers in this exhibition prove that 
this bond still exists. All were chosen both because they exemplify the best of their fields and because they illustrate the scope of design 

in Ohio. Ages and experience levels vary greatly, as do ideas, attitudes and training. Such diversity echoes the make-up ofOhiO:s design 
community. 0 h i o Pe r s p e c Ii v e s has separate sections for each area of design, emphasizing the variety of work within 
each discipline. Architecture includes two older firms, van Dijk, Johnson & Partners and Levin Porter Associates, who still create 

innovative modern structures after decades in the field. Also featured are Michael Cadwell and Thom Stauffer, individuals devoted to 

examining the philosophical and theoretical aspects of architecture. Stephen J. Bucchieri falls somewhere between these two poles; his 
buildings meld theoretical exploration with practicality and elegance. In graphic design, artists include the young but well• 

established Oscar Fernandez and Robert Probst, both strongly 
influenced by the Swiss aesthetic of simple beauty and clarity. 

The firm Nesnadny &. Schwartz shifts from succinct visual state• 

ments to complex narratives with ease. Also represented are two 
relative newcomers, Lori Siebert and John Weber, who create dis• 
tinctly American, playful works. 
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Industrial designers range from F. Eugene Smith/Design Manage

ment, a firm whose founder's creativity has kept him prominent in 

design for four decades, to David Fiocca, a newcomer who has 

developed his sleek line of household products during the past few 

1 years. Ohio's largest design firm, Fitch RichardsonSmith, is repre

sented by products developed for some of its many clients. Also 

featured is its much smaller and younger offshoot, Design Central. 

The sampling of products from Ohio corporations includes designs 

from the major tire companies\ Akro-Mils, Hoover, Libbey Glass, 

Little Tikes and Rubbermaid. Products developed for these corpo

rations by their in-house desigfl teams represent the continuing 

legacy of Ohio's long, rich history of corporate design. In addition to the plans, models, 

photographs and actual products featured in this show, one designer from each of the three principal areas is represented by a major 

commission. For architecture that structure is the Akron Art Museum itself, an example of adaptive re-use by van Dijk, Johnson & 

Partners (then known as Dalton, van Dijk, Johnson & Partners� Graphic art is represented by this exhibition catalogue, designed by 

Nesnadny & Schwartz. Finally, industrial design is represented by a site-specific installation created for the exhibition by Design 

Central. This installation affords a commercial design firm the opportunity to create a work that neither has t'o function nor sell and so 

provides a pure expression of the firm's theories on design . 

Designers ordinarily must balance the aesthetic, functional and 

marketable needs of their work. Unlike fine art, where usefulness 

and saleability are not key concerns, design generally cannot free 

itself from its status as a commodity. Although this is truer for some 

designers than for others, any design's success is inextricably bound 

to its practicality. This functional aspect gives these featured 

designers the ability to influence the lives of people in Ohio and 

beyond. Their creations - architecture and graphic and industrial 

design - can profoundly affect our comfort, enjoyment, and 

overall quality of life. 

I 
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Because of its omnipresence, design has 

often been overlooked as an art form by the non-design community. 

We are trained to treasure artworks that hang on museum walls, 

not corporate reports or objects on store shelves. Yet, design is 

perhaps the most accessible of all visual culture. No matter how 

refined, theoretical, or challenging, design is always based upon 

easily understandable goals and needs. By presenting the works of 

these outstanding designers and corporations, the Akron Art 

Museum hopes to help reveal the wealth of taleht and innovation in 
\ . 

Ohio's design community. Equally important, though, is the wish 

to provide a greater general awarem;ss of design and its impact 

on society. 

Wendy Kendall-Hess 
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Since establishing his architectural practice in 196 7, Stephen J. Bucchieri has become known for his elegant and sophisticated approach. 
Not content to repeat a successful formula, each structure that he designs is quite different from his previous works. Each is planned to

meet specific needs of the building's usage. Bucchieri also assesses the structure's immediate environment and larger community, 
existing and planned landscaping, view, climate and history of the area. Using a variety of materials has also helped foster diversity; he 
has worked with steel, brick, wood shake, stucco, and wood frame. Inspiration for specific architectural features has come from a range 

of sources, from the medieval library at Trinity Hall in Cambridge to early modern American architecture to nature itself. 

Cleveland 

Bucchieri's rff.leu-ekz.d 9rdk �- �-,. � !lJNWd displays his skill at reconciling these different needs while 
meeting the challenges posed by a difficult area. One of many Cleveland Public Library satellite branches, the Addison Road Branch 

was designated for a decaying urban neighborhood that housed a mix of residential and commercial properties. Bucchieri. developed a 

beautifully balanced mass of simple geometric forms, rendered in gray brick and steel to integrate with the urban surroundings and 
refer to Cleveland's industrial legacy. The exterior's compact solidity belies a spacious interior. Large glass block windows and a vaulted 

white ceiling create a bright airy atmosphere that is perfect for reading or refuge from the world outside. 

This library epitomizes Bucchieri's skill at meeting creative chal
lenges. Despite the wonderful reception afforded it and the magnif-
icent Haw I e y House, Bucchieri will undoubtedly proceed to

something very different. That willingness to continually experi
ment helps make his buildings such treasures as well as leading him 

to new breakthroughs. 

Cleveland 

Public 

Library .. 

Addison 

Road Branch .. 
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Michael Cadwell's work defies convenient categorization. Cadwell, 
a philosophical individual, has deliberately rejected the role of 

businessman/ architect. Instead, he is both architect and artist, 
creating rough-hewn, intimate wooden structures that exist on the 

border between architecture and fine art. Cadwell's architectural training is but one part of an interdisciplinary back
ground that also features carpentry, English literature and archaeology. He spent some time working for an architectural firm but 

found that he craved involvement with the actual materials, particularly with the wood and nails of his earlier carpentry. Driven by this 
need for a physical link with his work and inspired by the lyricism of such authors as D.H. Lawrence and H. D. Thoreau, Cadwell 

developed a series of small wooden structures. Each work is simple, intimate in scale, and only moderately functional, a quality that 
differentiates them from the other works in the exhibition. Although the'y have their purpo�es - !lJ�- !lJt?Z spans a creek and 
Gatehouse provides a portal through which to view one little section qf Manhattan - they are designed as epheineral creations, 

whose unfinished, unprotected wooden frames will eventually rot and break down. They provide small, rustic havens from the 
elements, suggesting an idyllic oneness with the outdoors that evokes Thoreau's writings and the artist's own upbringing in the lush 
Vermont countryside. Cadwell, currently an assistant professor of architecture at Ohio 

State University, has received increasing recognition for his highly 
personal structures. Thanks to this publicity, these works, formerly 
accessible only to the fortunate few who knew about them, can now 

be widely shared and enjoyed. 
,· 
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Thom Stauffer views architecture as more than the physical ere• 
ation of a structure. Rather, he sees it as the union of the tangible -

the actual physical shaping of the materials, governed by bound
aries of available technology - with the intangible - the experi
ences of both creator and viewer, and the impact of history. By 
Stauffer's account, every building is a many-layered entity that 
exists in the present while simultaneously possessing the histori 
baggage of the past and implications for the future. 

writing on such concepts have given Stauffer, an associate professor of architecture at Kent State Unive 
he has had considerable opportunity to put his ideas into physical form. Private dwellings have a�ys held a particular int rest for 

him, but Stauffer has also worked on a variety of public commissions, in�!uding playgrounds, co [miniums and an outdo
/ 

pavilion.
Stauffer's designs are largely shaped by an interest in basic architec
tural elements, building materials, and the ways the materials 
interact with each other. He also combines elements drawn from 
variety of cultures and eras. A I w o o d Lake D o c k e rs ' Pav

�

· I · n. 

for example, which will sit next to a lake and serve as a shel for 
boaters, refers to the water. The removable roof alludes to t "bow 
sprit" of a boat and is directed east, the direction of 
entrance. The structure's wall was designed to inter 

frame to echo the north/ south grid of the ear Ii 
Western Reserve. As for the materials themselves, 
the wood as a Yang element, while the metal frame an 
represent Yin (opposing principles of Chinese philosophy and reli
gion). This unusual blend of sources may not be visible to the casual 
viewer, but the results they yield are a convincing argument that 

theory can translate effectively into fact. 
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Since its founding in 1960, Levin Porter Associates has made a niche 
for itself in the creation of large commissioned structures: corpo
rate facilities, university buildings, even airports. Equally masterful 
at building from the ground up or renovating existing structures, 
Levin Porter has been a powerful pr�sence in Ohio architecture for 

several decades. Several of the firm's 
projects from the early 1980s, including Soc i e I y Bank, Ce Ii n a, and the §�,_ dt �l4tdtde 9,,,y�.w,,,., effectivei; used 

Post-Modernism, self-consciously incorporating historical features into contemporary structures. The society eank building 

represented the firm's effort to create a distinctive structure sufficiently understated to coexist peacefully with the traditional 
buildings in Celina's town square. The two-story facade with mock columns echoes the surrounding Neo-Classical structures. An 
abstracted roundel above the doorway proves upon close inspection to be a map of downtown Celina. The Pro p y I a e u m , named after 

the ancient Greek word for a temple entrance, was commissioned by the Dayton Art Institute to enlarge and improve its existing 
building. The addition converted the back entrance into the front one, created an area to channel arriving visitors, and ij)rovided 
wheelchair access to the Museum. The 9"'o/''?tuavv ,1, softly curving, asymmetrical facade is inviting, and the keystone above the 

center door, a magnification of the cornice on the Museum's original building, helps tie this addition to the earlier structure. 

Most of the firm's works have been in the Modernist mode, display

ing the strong lines and simple forms of that aesthetic. The Dayton 

International Airport Renovation exetnplifies Levin Porter's 
best Modernist projects - a smooth expanse of metal and glass that 
is functional and attractive, yet departs from practicality enough to 

accommodate a soaring 56-foot high entrance. Although utility is 
always a primary concern, the firm recognizes that such touches of 
drama used sparingly can make good architecture better. 
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Currently Design Director for Ohio State University's Wexner Cen

ter for the Arts, Oscar Fernandez has also taught on the university 

level for many years and served as a graphic design consultant. This 

combination of academic, practical and management experience 

has given him an understanding of every aspect of graphi_c design 

Columbus 

and informed his own design work. Fernandez's (,l�signs 

bring to mind the work of Herbert Bayer, Armin Hoffman and other Swiss graphic artists, with good reason: Fernandez studied at Yale 

and participated in their design program in Switzerland. That country fostered a distinctive aesthetic that set the standards for graphic 

art worldwide during the 1950s, 1960s and 1970s; its influence is still felt. Fernandez's work displays all the basic elements of this Swiss 

tradition, including clear organization, legibility, and purity of form. And, like the Swiss designers, he also emphasizes the arrangement 

of the typography, or printed words, in his designs. However, this Swiss organization is combined with distinctly American contempo

rary elements - piecing together photographic images in a co JI age-like manner, or combining bits and pieces of old imagery in a very 

modern manner - to form works that share the best elements of both. Fernandez has devoted f; 

much of his talent to the design of posters, just as his Swiss prede-

cessors did; the large poster format offers the ideal vehicle for bold 

images and typography. These posters and other designs frequently 

make use of black-and-white photographs that are then combined 

with large type and areas of flat color. His We x n e r C e n I e r I or 

I he Ar I s Fi rs t An n iv er s a r y poster is a superb example of this 

technique, revealing the powerful effect that this combination can 

achieve. Although this style could easily be reduced to a formula, 

Fernandez has used his superb eye for composition and color to 

make it work for him, opening rather than limiting possibilities. 
VVexner 

Center for 

1:he Arts First 

Anniversary# 

"1990 
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Cleveland 

Nesnadny & Schwartz originated in 1981 when graphic artist Joyce 
Nesnadny and photographer Mark Schwartz joined forces. Since 

that time, the firm has grown large enough to fill the big old house 
that serves as their office. They have created a special niche by 
focusing on corporate and institutional publications, an area to 
which Northeastern Ohio's large corporate base is well-suited. 

Although much of their work is based upon Swiss design's tailored aesthetic, Nesnadny & Schwartz do not allow its formalism to 
constrain them. Some of the firm's most successful designs are complex pieces that combine diverse elements in profoundly original 

ways. Words are used as images, not just as tex_t. Subtle textures, unusual folds, and manip lations of paper also play prominent roles, as 
does exceptional photography in both black and white and color. Text, photographs and 6ther artwork are treated as parts of a greater 
whole rather than as separate elements. , The result of such techniquetcan be seen in the /.Pcf.P 91.� 
tf'"'o/�? dwu,d Yfrun<t. a unique collaboration between the designers, the client and eight artists commissioned to create art 
on the theme of dnmk driving. The art, photography and typography come together to present not just one message, but two. The 
Annual Report text is quite lengthy, and the anti-drunk driving images and words are also extensive, but both are clearly defined and 

readable. Their separateness has been maintained, even as they mesh perfectly with the pages and each other. The finished piece is 
both a creative and technical success. Nesnadny & Schwartz has handled many 

other challenges successfully, although never i0 qu.it� the same way. 
Every new commission results in a fresh, creative solution. The 

firm's consistency is in its quality, originality and prominent use of 
photography. 

24-
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• Cincinnali 

German-born and raised Robert Probst teaches design at the Uni

versity of Cincinnati, works with his firm Schenker Probst Barens

feld, and develops materials independently. He takes a long-term 

approach to his design, with an eye toward the future. Many of his 

current projects are complete identity programs for malls, cities 

and other large 'clients, developed over the course of several years 

or more. Probst's ultimate aim is to create design that can transcend 

boundaries of time or style. Probst's 

design has been largely shaped by his European schooling, includ

ing post-graduate studies with the important designer Armin Hoff

man in Basel. Still, Probst regards the strongest influence on his 

mature work to be the years he spent working for German designer 
Otl Aicher, an employer/ teacher who stressed the infinite possi-

bilities of imagination. Probst has achieved prominence in the design community 

for his graceful and beautiful advertisements, journal covers, posters and other staples of graphic design. Yet, he is best known to the 

public in Cincinnati as a creator of the identity package developed to herald the city's Bicentennial celebration and of the signage 

system for the Cincinnati Zoo. These extensive system designs range into areas outside of graphics as well. Probst's work for the Zoo 

included designing interpretive exhibitions; his Bicentennial identity package extended to the Riverwalk along the banks of the Ohio. 

His programs are marked by an economy of means and a concern for the ease of use. 

These qualities can best be seen in one part of Probst's zoo package, 

the symbols created to represent the different animals and zoo 

facilities for use on maps and paths. Developed by Probst and his 

partners, the resulting system of pictographs is simple to under

stand, easy to reproduce and appealing. With these and other 

works, Probst has created elegant design that will almost certainly 

look fresh in the future. 

27 
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Lori Cincinnati 

At the age of thirty, Lori Siebert is directing her own firm. Opened 

just three years after her graduation from school, this firm has 

grown to eight people including Siebert. This is quite an accom

plishment for someone so young, but the designer acknowledges 

that her own art is still developing as she continues to learn. Siebert attended 

University of Cincinnati's School of Design, where she studied with Robert Probst. This formal education was preceded by studio arts 

classes and independent readings on fashion, decorative arts and popular culture. After graduation, she designed for a magazine for 

several years. The owners allowed her to experiment with different techniques, giving her the chance to learn in-depth the possibilities 

and limitations of the printing process. As a result, Siebert is now very process-oriented, frequently using sophisticated technical 

procedures to get eccentric cuts and folds, irregular shapes and multiple layers of colors that are then stripped through. Because some 

of these methods are highly experimental, Siebert sometimes does not know how a piece will look until it is actually printed. 

Although Siebert's work is eclectic, certain elements have recurred 

in her work, including collage-like combinations of diverse articles 

and images drawn from popular culture. Many of her concepts are 

inspired by her own drawings. She carries a pad to sketch items that 

interest her for use in future projects; these can range from graffiti 

on a New York wall to details on buildings or furniture. 

Another trait of Siebert's work is her respect for her 

subject matter's character: a menu for a retro-1950s restaurant 

splices together campy images from that era, while a poster of a 

Jerry Uelsmann photograph highlights the dignified black-and

white image, subtly drawing attention to it with a delicate gray 

pattern. In each case, Siebert works with the subject matter instead 

of competing with it, coaxing out the most from it, then reinforcing 

it with her own ideas. Such deft handling belies the artist's age but 

proves that long experience is not necessary to achieve quality. 

Formations 

by Formica 

Corporation� 

1990 
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John Hilliard 

John Weber is nationally recognized as one of the finest creators of computer-assisted graphic art working today. He is also essentially 
self-taught, having learned his art from reading, viewing and experience. Weber's frenetic, multi-layered images reflect 

Rez-n-a, , 988 

Metrolight� 

'1988 

the influence of traditional Swiss design and the playful, eclectic 
California aesthetic of designers such as April Greiman, but he has 

used these influences as points of departure from which to develop 
his own distinctive style. Weber's many logos, such as fia,✓d 
(3,;,;J:e and C i t y TV lean toward that simple clarity that origi

nally attracted the artist to design, while others of his designs, 
particularly his advertisements for Rez-n-s, reveal more clearly 
the dellt to Greiman. All bear Weber's stamp. They are designs on 

the cutting edge, not just part of their time, but a bit ahead of it. 
Weber focuses on pulling together images and items from diverse sources to create each work - a 

visual treasure hunt that he finds exciting. Using a computer, he carefully considers the individual relationships between different ' 
items, perfecting each and then weighing it against the many other visual relationships within every work until a fine balance1is f 
achieved. Though the works are fine, they are not delicate. Weber dislikes the rigid control of the design styles that initially inspirf� 
him, so his work is much more lo. sely structured, even a bit rough. Using a computer to create and play with his imagery also adds an 

element of serendipity, allowing 11111 to explore even greater numbers of possible combinations. Weber has tapped into the creative 
potential of this machine, openin new vistas for his design. 

•n
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Design -tJie;;,i, t?<-a / Columbus 

Design Central was formed in 1985 by Gregg Davis and Rainer 
Teufel, two designers who met while working at Fitch Rich

ardsonSmith (then Richardson Smith). Davis had studied at New 

York's Pratt Institute and had worked for Henry Dreyfuss Associ
ates, while the German-born Teufel had been through the Hamburg 

Academy of Fine Arts and Ohio State University's advanced design 

program. Both men wanted their own business to shape and direct, 
one where they could emphasize the artistic and theoretical over 

the conventional and rational. Once establisped, Design 
Central rapidly made a name for itself with a series of product 

designs radically different from any items on the P1arket. This 

fresh approach can be seen in their prototype for a cooktop for 
Jenn-Air. Commissioned to design an attractive, easily useable 

cooktop with the standard burners, grill and vents, they did not just 

produce a sleeker or more colorful variation on the traditional 
rectangular format. Instead, they set the burners and grill on diagonal angles, making them easier to 

reach and more firmly integrated with the rest of the cooktop. It was designed to yield the highest quality without concern foq'llice'; the 
firm has conceded that their products will appeal more to high-end manufacturers and consumers. This is not elitism, 

however; the firm believes that the best high-end product designs will have a beneficial impact on the rest of the market. This has been 

shown true, although not in a way the firm had anticipated. Several elements from their calculator prototype were adapted by an Asian 
firm for use in an inexpensive model that is currently being widely marketed. Far 

34 

from being upset, the firm was flattered. That attitude, as well as 
the interest in theory and in design without compromise, were the 

reasons that Design Central was selected to create a site-specific 

installation for the exhibition. 
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The �- t e - d, /t- e e, e-"/e,· e, Installation Design Central 

Design : A Vis u a I Tour o I I he Crea Ii v e Process, I 9 9 I Videocassette recorder, video monitor, videotapes, slide projectors, slides 

Commissioned specially for this exhibition, Design Central's site-specific piece could not be completed until its installation as part of 

this exhibition. The work is intended to explain the processes and activities that designers use in developing their products and to 

highlight their contribution to product innovation. The firm has 

physically altered and activated the gallery with videotapes and 

slide projectors, turning it into a theater in which a variety of 
j 

changing images present viewers with objects, ideas and quotes on 

design. 

... .. 





David Akron 

David Fiocca is the only designer in this exhibition who is also a 

manufacturer. He has designed a sophisticated line of domestic 

products that he also produces, packages and markets. His sleek 

bowls, candlesticks, placemats and related items prove that spare 

lines and basic form can be more effective than intricacy and detail. 

Fiocca works almost exclusively with industrial materials -

stainless steel, copper, and mbber - but he has found opportunity 

for experimentation within that limitation. Under Fiocca's direc

tion, rubber napkin rings take on eccentric geometric forms, cop-

per presents a new face when burnished to a glassy surface, and 

steel combines with wood to create a beverage server of surprising 
' 

elegance. At 32, Fiocca is young to have his own line, but more unusual is his 

lack of industrial design training. His degree from the University of Southern California is in filmmaking, although he also spent time as 

a space planner. While employed in that position, he conceived the idea for his line and was able to start developing designs soon after 

that. Currently assisted by seven employees, his firm is the only one in the country creating contemporary design in stainless steel. 

Fiocca's bowls in stainless steel and copper epitomize his design 

philosophy. Graceful and refined, their softly curving forms almost 

seem to float in space, an illusion heightened by surfaces polished 

to a reflective sheen. These bowls, like Fiocca's other products, are 

made from preshaped steel forms made according to his specifica-

tions. Eventually, he hopes to be able to prepare his own forms, a 

step that would make his search for new designs easier and help this 

line of sophisticated products to grow. 
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Fitch !:iP c,' C- ;I{ a;, ?< d d, t?- ?t, Smith 

In a field predominantly composed of small firms, Fitch Rich
ardsonSmith stands out as one of the nation's largest design firms. 
Originally Richardson Smith, the firm was bought out by the 

British firm of Fitch. This added new input from the other side of 
the Atlantic but did little to alter the solid, innovative design that 

Worlhinglon 
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has been practiced by the firm for three decades. Although represented in the Industrial Design section of this exhibition, Fitch 
RichardsonSmith is involved in every area of design plus a number of supporting areas. Consequently, it can handle every aspect of 
developing and marketing its products. With a staff that includes psychologists, professional marketers, photographers and even a 

librarian, Fitch RichardsonSmith is essentially a self-,contained design center. Product design is an area where the firm
excels and one that has seen some of its most innovative designs. One recent example is the Tri 11 i an I Home Power Sys I em,

designed for the Square D Company. The Y�,is a significantly improved version of the �ircuit loading panels used in most 
buildings. It is constmcted of plastic, which is non-conductive and so safer than the standard metal. It is less bulky and can be mounted 
between existing wooden support beams rather than having to be driven into the wall. It is also more easily accessible and simpler to use 

than traditional models. Another product that displays the firm's approach is the voyager, 

an interactive teaching toy developed for Texas Instruments. The 

premise behind Vo ya g e r was to create a toy that could help young 
children learn through technology, while presenting an attr\!_ctive 
appearance appealing to children and parents. Fitch Rich

ardsonSmith developed a colorful, compact headset able to ask 
questions, then respond to the child's answers by using voice
recognition technology. These two examples are just some of many 

exceptional designs that the firm has developed. They are proof 

Voyager, 

'1987 

that striving to meet client needs can b� a catalyst for, rather than a 
hindrance to, creativity. 

"'Trlllfant 

HomePovver 

System, , 990 
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F. Eugene Smith .!1J e d, e,F ?b � a n, a j2" e Vb e :l'b t Akron 

Although F. Eugene Smith first gained prominence for his industrial designs in the 1940s, referring to Smith purely as an industrial 
designer would present an incomplete picture. Both individually and with his firm F. Eugene Smith/Design Management, he has 

worked successfully in every area of design, often integrating several areas within one project. From paint buckets to vast auto malls 
and entire communities, he and his firm have developed a remarkable range of forward-looking designs. 

Smith has also generously shared his knowledge and experience. 

During the 1940s and 1950s, he taught at the Cleveland Institute of 
Art, concurrently working with the firm he helped found, Smith, 
Scherr & McDermott. Later, he served as a consultant for large 

corporations, helping them set up their own in-house design 
departments. He has also judged n�1merous design competitions 
and served on committees for many professional societies. Ulti-

mately, all of his work and service have been directed toward 
creating a more attractive, better society through well-conceived 
and well-coordinated design. 
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VVorker's 

Station 
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Redesign), 
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Smith's goal has shaped his design philosophy, and influenced all of 
his work. His .9� '.9J�epitomizes this philosophy. The 
changes he made to the standard bucket are relatively minor, yet ,, 
sufficient to make it much more functional. Enlarged enough to 
allow up to a gallon of paint to be mixed, the bucket incorporates a 
flat section upon which to rest or wipe a brush, and a sloped bottom 
to gather the last bit of paint. Its color is neutral to simplify color 

mixing. This attention to every possible detail during the design 
process characterizes all of Smith's work. Additionally, 

Smith has educated Americans about the benefits of good design by presenting slide lectures and talks all over the United States. 

, Numerous articles and television and radio interviews have further helped to disseminate this message. Between such educational 
outreach and his own work, Smith has increased society's awareness of the value of good design. 
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Products from rtJ £ r,,' t:J. Corporations 

In addition to works by independent firms, this exhibition also 

features products developed by the in-house design teams of nine 

Ohlo corporations. Because such products are developed for mass 

consumption, their designers face unusually strict constraints. In

house designers can seldom experiment with very daring ideas, and 

their products must be economically priced, limiting the materials 

that can be used. However, they also know that their products are 

widely employed and appreciated. In some cases such as tires, their 

design skills can even affect \myers' safety. Despite the limitations, designing for a mass market can 

yield some beautiful products, such as those from Libbey Glass. These glass goblets, tumblers, and bowls are found in homes and 
. .  

restaurants throughout the world because they are attractive as well as useful. Libbey, a division of Owens-Illinois, has cultivated a 

broad array of designs to appeal to all levels and needs of the market. Akro-Mils, a division of Myers Industries, manufact�res bins, tool 

holders and other products intended primarily for repair shops and storage areas, so appearance is far from a primary concern. Yet, the 

company's designers have not overlooked the aesthetic aspect of their utilitarian products; neither have the designers of Hoover's eye

pleasing vacuum cleaners. Some companies develop their own distinctive aesthetic; such a look, if easily remembered by 

buyers, can be beneficial. Rubbermaid has created an easily recognizable line of products, ranging from spatulas to furniture. 

Rubbermaid's subsidiary Little Tikes is another example. Its toys are consistently characterQ.id by soft-edged forms in primary colors 

that appeal to both children and their parents. 

Corporate 

designs by 

Akro-lVllls (A 

Division of 

IVlyera 

Industries). 

Bridgestone/ 

Firestone. 

Inc ... General 

Tire. Inc .• The 

Goodyear 

Tire & Rubber 

Company� 
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